INTELLECT POWERS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FOR A LEADING MIDDLE
EASTERN BANK
Transformation has resulted in over 170% growth in active customer base, exponential growth in
transaction volumes of over 380%
Founded over 32 years ago in 1983, this client of Intellect has been a leading, robust and traditional
banker headquartered in Qatar. Today the bank offers its services through a network of 16 branches and
55 ATMs throughout the country offering a complete range of products and services covering Retail
Banking, Private Banking, Corporate Banking, International Banking, Treasury, Investment and
Brokerage Services. The bank’s vision is to be at the core of the nation’s community with a goal to give its
customers banking services that are highly professional and efficient.
To meet this goal it had to achieve the twin objectives of tapping its Retail and Corporate customer base
as well as bring technology driven banking services through a truly omnichannel solution.
After thorough scrutiny of the technology vendor landscape, the bank chose the Intellect suite for channel
solutions – Retail Banking Exchange (RBX) and Corporate Banking Exchange (CBX) to provide its clients
a truly unique customer-centric experience.
Intellect RBX helps banks achieve their digital banking vision with enhanced user experience and
consistency across channels. Built on the game-changing Canvas Technology, the Online Banking
Solution offers a unique App-Based User Experience that introduces simplicity and speed to the online
banking experience.
Corporations demand access to their bank consistently and up to date through any channel. For this
banks need a solution that allows delivering of all the products and back office capabilities without the
need for explicit adaption to each new channel. This is provided by CBX. CBX enables banks to deliver
role-based workstations to their corporate customers in the form of simple apps and work spaces. Apps
are customizable, self-contained business services that are context aware and enforce entitlements.
Information, Analytics, Decisions and Transactions (IADT) are all rolled out in one simple window called
Apps. Also, the solution does not require banks to invest heavily in portal technologies as the apps can
exist in simple application server containers.
Today, the Intellect Retail Business Exchange and Corporate Business Exchange solutions enable the
bank quicker time to market. Being highly flexible and parameterized, it allows faster introduction of
products. On the back end, it has also markedly enhanced operational efficiency based on an intelligent
transactional workflow framework. This allows the bank design customer and business processes at
runtime. Needless to say, the solutions have tangibly simplified mandatory processes such as customer
onboarding, payments, transfers and service request handling.
The technology architecture of the RBX and CBX solutions is designed using the latest J2EE technology.
Intellect is based on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) backplane, Security Layer, Workflow and
Integrator. This also allows the bank to bring in new technology.
Finally, and most importantly these solutions are assuredly easily integrated into the existing landscape. It
easily coexists with the bank’s existing core banking and cards system.
BENEFITS
* Over 170% growth in active customer base
* Exponential growth in transaction volumes – over 380%
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* Enables rapid time to market of new product
* Assured low cost per transaction
* Ensures automation of most manual processes
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